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So Why Do We Drive on the
Right Side in Canada?
By Angela van Breemen
Late last fall, we watched our Grandson navigate Forza Horizon 3 on his
Xbox. For those of you unfamiliar with this game, this version of the racing
video is set in a stylized version of Australia, where “drivers” compete in various forms of races, time trials, drifting and Bucket List Challenges.
We weren’t surprised then, that the request for Christmas this past year was
for the latest Forza Horizon 4. In this version, one can race around Great
Britain in all sorts of weather conditions. With over 450 different licensed
cars, there’s no shortage of rides from which to choose. Credits are earned
as you win races and meet challenges, and with these credits one can upgrade to faster and more slick cars.
The initial Forza Horizon revolved around the fictitious Horizon Festival, a
street racing event set in the state of Colorado, whereas Forza Horizon 2 was
set in Southern Europe. Versions 3 and 4 are set in Australia and Great Britain, providing drivers with the added challenge of driving on the left side of
the road.
Watching this eleven-year-old navigate round the track is mildly nerve wracking as he regularly takes out signposts, light standards and other cars at
great speed. Viewing the track also feels “wrong” and disorienting since drivers are racing on the left side of the track. Even this youngster, with a driver’s license years away, occasionally drifts to the right side of the road, resulting in virtual pile-up’s.
Which leads me to the question: “Since Canada is a Commonwealth
country, why do we drive on the right side?”
Continued on 2

Blue denotes right-hand drive, while red indicates left.
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So Why Do We Drive on the
Right Side in Canada? Continued from 1
The answer is: “We originally didn’t!” When North America was first colonized by the British, it was quite customary to see carts and buggies driven
on the left, with passing done on the right side. There was a practical reason
for this, which dates back to feudal times.
In those days, most people travelled on the left side of the road, because
most people were right-handed. By travelling on the left, it meant that
swordsmen would have their right hand nearer their opponent in case of
combat. Also, the scabbard holding the sword was worn on the left, meaning
people travelling in the opposite direction would not be accidentally hit by the
scabbard.
Finally, since people are right-handed, they found it easier and safer to
mount and dismount their horses on the left side of the road, away from oncoming traffic. Once mounted, they would continue to travel on the left side.
By the late 1700’s, teamsters in the United States began driving large freight
wagons pulled by several horses. The wagons had no seat, meaning the
driver would sit on the left horse and control both horses with the whip held in
his right hand. For safety, the driver drove on the right side of the road, so
that he could keep an eye, from his perch on the left horse, on the wheels of
oncoming wagons.
In the U.S., the first Right Hand Traffic (RHT) law came into effect in 1792
and applied to the Philadelphia and Lancaster Turnpike. New York followed
in 1804 and Massachusetts was the final state to adopt RHT in 1821. The
only exception is the United States Virgin Islands, where folks still drive on
the left side.
Parts of Canada were Left Hand Traffic until the 1920’s with Newfoundland
adopting RHT in 1947, two years before joining Canada. Due to the influence of France and the rest of Europe, traffic for our Quebec brothers and
sisters was customarily on the right side. Prior to the French Revolution,
peasants would travel on the right side of the road, while nobility would travel
on the left. In a desperate attempt to avoid notice, everyone, including nobility, began to travel on the right side. In 1794, an official rule was passed in
France where all travel would be on the right side.
Although the British have always use the left hand side of the road, I find it
curious that it only became law in 1835, whereas the U.S. were quick to
make RHT law far earlier. One could speculate that this was partly in defiance of Great Britain, however practicality and commerce were no doubt
even greater factors.
In the case of Canada, with the U.S. being our neighbour to the south, it
seems only logical that we would adopt RHT. The production of vehicles
with right-hand drive would be cost prohibitive for our smaller Canadian market. In addition, traffic flow over the border would be quite awkward as people would have to adjust back and forth between RHT and LHT.

Upcoming
Events
General Meetings

Wednesday, March 4 @ 7 p.m.
Wednesday, April 1 @ 7 p.m.
Wednesday, May 6 @ 7 p.m.
Community Living Dufferin
065371 County Road 3
East Garafraxa

St. Patrick’s Day Lunch

Tuesday, March 17 @ 12 p.m.
Fionn MacCool’s, Orangeville

General Meeting
Wednesday, June 3
TBA

6th Annual All British
Classic & Antique Car Show
Saturday, June 13 @ 9 a.m.
Fairgrounds, Caledon

General Meeting & Potluck
Wednesday, July 8 @ 5 p.m.
Jean-Louis & Mary Valade

Hockley Hill Climb
Catered Lunch
Wednesday, August 5 @ 10 a.m.
Meet Adjala Central Public School
Ralph Evans

Track Day
General Meeting & Potluck
Ed & Sandra Taccone

Funkana
August 30
Don & Gayle Fysh

General Meeting

Wednesday, September 2
Bill & Eilish Boston

General Meeting

Wednesday, October 7
TBA

So, in answer to the question, “Why do we drive on the right, as opposed to
the left like our British cousins?”, my answer is…
It doesn’t matter, as long as we get there!

Driving Season
If you are thinking of organizing an
event for the 2020 Driving Season,
please email our Events Coordinator, Sandra Mason at
events@headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Ralphie’s Christmas Gift
By Ralph Evans
Christmas has come and gone, and I have been having fun with my Everlast
205si. What is an Everlast 205si? It is a combination TIG/stick/plasma cutting welder. It was purchased from Everlast Canada, located in Hamilton, Ontario.
Their website can be found under Everlast Canada.
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About 35 years ago, I purchased a Lincoln hobby AC stick welder. It served me
well at the time, but it wasn’t that great when welding thinner gauge steel. I even
bought a stitch welder attachment from Eastwoods, which was a pulsing stick attachment. They don’t appear to be selling them today. After the stick welder, I
purchased a Deca MIG welder from Princess Auto. Still working today, but I have
added a gas cylinder and use flux-less feed wire. With both the original stick
welder and the MIG welder, you were limited in what you could weld. So now that
the stick welder is gone, I still use the MIG welder and I have the new 205si. Nice
machine. The plasma cutter will cut up to 1/2” thick steel as well as aluminium.
The cuts are perfectly clean with little if any slag or cleanup required. The parts
don’t even get that hot.
The stick welder is DC, which gives you a much better weld than that of an AC
machine. The TIG portion is very nice as well, but certainly requires more practice
on my part!. So many variables to consider: amperage, gas flow, filler rod, position of the torch, tungsten position. Too close and you will touch the work piece.
Too far away and you will have poor control of the arc. I am having good luck with
1/8” and up material but I am still practicing using thinner gauge steels. To date I
haven’t tried any aluminium work.
So let’s give the thin stuff a try! I am doing a wheel well lip repair on one of my
cars. It has rusted through in one spot after 45 years, and needs to be repaired.
It will require cutting out the bad section in both the inner and outer fenders, making new pieces and welding them in. Photo 1 is a shot of the bad section removed
and a section put in place for the inner fender. Once you make the first cut, there
is no going back. The repair section is about 6” long.
Once the old section is removed and the inner section in place, I fabricated a section for the outer lip. A butt weld would be the preferred way, but I don’t think I am
ready for that yet! I will dimple the edge on the new section and that will allow it to
lay flat with the original fender section. Photo 2
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Once in place, I attempted to spot weld it in n the desired location. This took a
little time as you cannot do it in one pass. Of course, there were a few spots
where I blew through and made a mess, but it was all part of the learning process.
I tried several different amperage settings until I got it where I liked it. Welding on
the edge is also harder as it gets hot fast.
Not my prettiest welding, but I was happy with the finished product. Photo 3 is a
shot of the process after the initial stitching was almost done.
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The next shot is after it was done and a thin skim of lead added to fill any pin
holes and minor boo boo’s. If doing this, make sure you wear a mask and clean
up any dust and filings you may have created. It is starting to look pretty good,
and will only require a bit of filler to finish it off. At this point, this is an all metal
repair. Photo 4
The final job will require a little filler to sharpen up the edges and give me the desired finish before painting. I have a larger repair to do on the lower back quarter
panel that I will have to complete before any finish paint work on this repair. Photo
5 is a shot with a bit of primer added, just to see what will be required to finish the
job. Next time you are looking at a car, just run your fingers around the wheel well
arches and check for any big thick globs of bondo or a thin metal fix. I do it all the
time.
Once completed, I will seal any seams in the back and apply rust proofing to the
fender from inside the trunk. For the lower fender repair, I might change my technique a bit, but the 205si did a pretty good job. Great welder that does three types
of welding all in a 50lb package. My birthday is in February - I can’t wait for my
next toy!
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BRITISH
DRIVEN
If you have an article or an
idea for BRITISH DRIVEN
that you would like to share
with our members,
please contact Kimberly at
editor@headwatersbritishcarclub.org

A sincere Thank you to
those of you who have contributed to the newsletter
over the years.

Julia demonstrates with lovely pup Arkell, while Tamara shares about program

February Meeting
There was an excellent turnout at the February 5 meeting, even though so many
lucky members have headed for warmer climes this time of year!

For Sale

Our Guest Speaker spoke to us about the Dog Guide program sponsored by the
Lyons Club.

Oil Filter - NAPA Gold 1313 (new)
Suitable for Triumph TR6
List Price: $25.99 each
Asking: $10.00 each
3 available
Ralph Evans
evans45573@gmail.com

If that isn’t enough to make you wish you had stuck
around for snowy old February in the Headwaters, we
also enjoyed cider, raspberry coffee cake and sugar
cookies!

St. Valentine’s Day
Saint Valentine was a clergyman in the Roman Empire who
ministered to persecuted Christians. He was martyred and

his body buried on February 14, so that date has been observed as the Feast of Saint Valentine, or “St. Valentine’s
Day” since 495 AD. He is identified with courtly love.
In 1929, tensions between New York City gangs headed by
Bugs Moran and Al Capone led to that date also being remembered for a darker reason. Dressed as police officers,
or perhaps they actually were police officers bringing

vengeance for the shooting of their own by gang members four individuals walked into a garage and lined up and shot
seven members of Bugs Moran’s gang. That incident is
known as the “St. Valentine’s Day Massacre”.
4
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Letters to
the Editor
“Thanks for this edition. I
especially appreciate Ed’s
used car buying advice.”
Margo Young
HBCC
“Another wonderful edition
of British Driven!! I especially liked the picture of Dorien
Berteletti’s 1935 Rolls
Royce. I have never seen it
before, but I do know that he
does drive the car, as he
was awarded a BCCI Long
Distance aware in 2018.
7911 miles...mostly with the
Bentley, but the Rolls played
a significant part, too.”
Len Fortin
British Car Council
Ottawa MG Club
“I hate to be picky - sorry!
‘Nearside and offside’ vary
depending on which country
you are driving in...Nearside
= nearest the curb or sidewalk in North America. Farside = farthest from the curb/
sidewalk - usually the driver’s side.” (Miss Bumble The Yellow Peril)
Pieter Thones
HBCC
“My response was for driving and usage in England.
Miss Bumble is confused
and the country you are
driving in and North America
are totally irrelevant, since
I’m talking about English
terminology in England.
Using North America as an
example is strange/wrong,
since nobody calls the curb
the “nearside” in Canada or
the US. So my explanation
is correct - I don’t mind being picky!”
Dorien Berteletti
HBCC
“Great issue, and great new
look!”
David Compton
HBCC
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So Sez an Englishman...
By Tom Hodgson
Hard to learn English?
I read with interest Ed’s comments about the word exceptions in English. It got
me thinking about how we had to learn the language too.
English today is a really mixed up language. It has parts from early Britons like
“Yan”, “Tan” for one and two. It has many Celtic words and phrases. This is
seen today especially in Wales and Ireland. It has Angle and Saxon words.
This was followed by Norse from the Vikings, then Latin from the Romans and
after 1066, French from the Normans!
Just try to imagine Hollywood making a film about Robin Hood using the real
languages. The King and Sheriff would be speaking French but the people in
the forest would only know Old English. They would hardly be able to communicate.
My Grandparents, and to a large degree my parents, spoke a strong dialect probably similar to Old English. In this dialect, words that are now exceptions
were all pronounced the same, e.g. all words spelled with “ea” were pronounced like beard. So “bread” was not bred, “head” was not hed and “dead”
was not ded as we say them today. Words with “ough” were pronounced like
enough or cough. So “plough” was pluff, not plow.
When talking to one person, especially a friend, we said “thou”. This is not
Thow as people read from the Bible for example, but thoo as the sound of you.
So there was a second person singular in English years ago. It’s similar to the
French “tu”.
I believe that there were far less exceptions in the Old language than we see
today. It is in the pronunciation that there are exceptions.
Then there is the lazy aspect.
So people said Scarbruh instead of
“Scarborough”. Just try this one: “There is a town in southern England called
Loughborough.” It is normally pronounced Luffbruh.
Changes are still going on. Since we left Britain, the letter “T” seems to be becoming silent. So people si’ on the se’ee, rather than “sit on the settee”. I have
no idea why that is happening.
Then as noted, there is the Cockney rhyming slang. I would just forget about it
altogether. Cockneys are people born within the sound of Bow Bells. So
what?! Why bother to say “apples and pears” when they go to bed (up the
stairs rhymes with pears)? Why would anyone sensible say “use your loaf”
when they mean start thinking? (Head rhymes with bread.)
It is difficult to put the old Dialect into words but let me try.
Tykes’ Motto (with a drink in his hand):
“Hers tamee, mi wifes husban, nut fogetting misel.If iver tha dus out fer nowt
allus do it fer thisell.”
In modern English, it is The Yorkshireman’s Toast”:
“Cheers to me and my wife’s husband, (not forgetting myself). If you ever work
without pay, make sure it is for your own benefit.”

TRIUMPH OWNERS
If you drove your car on “International Drive Your Triumph
Day” (February 10), and took a photograph, please remember to send me a copy! Thanks - Kimberly

The Transplant
By Pat Yaremko
After owning the ‘78 Spitfire for several years, it became apparent the original power plant was fun but lacking. Triumph must have agreed, since they offered the
GT6, but it was coupe only, no convertible!!! Something had to be done...but
what? The Spitfire frame and body are virtually the same as the GT6 save for a
few little details like a roof and hatchback, but for donating a drive train they would
be “close” to a drop-in fit. That’s when the Spit6 idea was born...the perfect blend
and still all pure Triumph...what could go wrong? LOL!
After some careful consideration and a year on the internet doing research, I
learned I wasn’t the first person to think of this. There were two possible approaches - drop a Spitfire body on a GT6 frame and power plant, or insert a GT6
power plant into a Spitfire frame and body. Both have their pro’s and con’s! It
quickly became apparent I was not capable of doing this myself. I simply didn’t
have the knowledge or facilities. I would need to recruit a willing accomplice!
Once I bounced the idea of the project off Ed and saw his eyes light up, I knew
there was a chance this might actually happen.
One snowy evening in February of 2017 (I can’t believe that’s 3 years ago!), while
surfing Kijiji I stumbled upon an ad placed by Guy Campagnaro from the Toronto
Triumph Club saying he had a 1970 GT6 being scrapped and the drive train was
available with 40k Km. Perfect, I thought! So Ed and I arranged to go have a look.
It was still sitting on the frame (body long rotted away) so we were able to see it
running. Long story short, I bought the engine, radiator and transmission, but Guy
already had the differential and drive shaft sold. We told Guy what we were up to
and I don’t think he thought we would ever see it finished!
The key components were quickly stashed at Ed’s under the careful direction of
the General. More parts would need to be sourced. The can of worms had been
opened and we were at the point of no return!
The transplant would mean finding a GT6 bonnet to be fitted to the Spitfire, and
then painting to match the rest of the car. Not an easy task! After numerous
months of scouring eBay, Craig’s List, Kijiji, etc., in April of 2017 I finally found
Jean-Paul in Belleville who had a stockpile of GT6 parts, including a choice of two
bonnets (both needing TLC but close enough to P/U) and an all-important GT6
differential! Sharon and I rented a pickup truck and headed out on the road.
Things were starting to come together! We managed to bundle together various
other bits and bobs in Belleville, such as the chrome fender trim, a grill for the bonnet, some bumper bits, some dash gauges...all squirrelled away in Jean-Paul’s
basement, LOL!
Bet you didn’t realize a Spitfire/GT6 bonnet is narrower than the bed of a P/U!!
In the fall of 2018, the car was parked at Ed’s and surgery officially commenced.
Not for the faint of heart!!
The firewall, frame and suspension would all need cleaning and paint.
The motor itself was stripped down, scrubbed and painted in Ed’s go-to colour...Viper red!
The carbs needed rebuilding and new floats and it took us quite some time to figure out the pollution control issues to get it running smoothly. The Spitfire was set
up with cable assemblies for choke and throttle, but the GT6 Stromberg carbs
were designed for a mechanical linkage system, so Ed had to engineer a custom
throttle/choke cable system to adapt to the new carbs. Very ingenious! For some
bizarre reason, the engine came equipped with an out of control fuel pump that
had temper tantrums and would literally have gasoline pouring out the air filters!
We had two sets of vice grips pinching off the fuel line and it was still able to pump
gas past that and keep the engine running, but once replaced with an electric fuel
pump, things ran much better. New valve cover, water pump, intake and exhaust
manifold gaskets were installed. New timing chain and timing chain gear were
installed. New sway bar bushings, tie rod ends and front bearings and motor
Continued on 7
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The Transplant

Continued from 6

mounts were installed. The 6-cylinder motor was longer than the 4, so the radiator
mounts had to be moved forward. New distributor cap, wires, plugs, alternator,
starter, etc. New ball joints were also installed as the old ones looked like they
had been to war and back. Ed decided to keep these as examples!

New stainless steel exhaust was also installed! Since the transmission tunnel was
different and had disintegrated, a new poly tunnel with insulation and section of
carpeting was also required in the interior. Transmission was rebuilt with all new
seals, shifter bushings and new clutch.
Back bumper had all the extra crash protection stripped down to the original bumper. It cleaned up beautifully and the extra holes would end up being plugged by
stainless steel carriage bolts. No more ugly black bumperettes...just chrome front
and back!
The GT6 bonnet has a hump in the middle to accommodate the longer 6-cylinder
engine, so a standard Spitfire bonnet doesn’t work. The ‘68 GT6 bonnet we
sourced in Belleville was the original body style for the old round back Spitfires,
while our car was the newer square tailed ‘78. This meant that in addition to any
body work and paint the bonnet required, the mounting points and hinges for the
tilt front end would need to be moved and modified. New metal bits for the bonnet
were ordered in and the cutting and welding commenced. Aligning the new bonnet
on the frame with the firewall and door panels was painstaking, but Ed and Stanley
(an artist for those of you that don’t know Stanley!) managed to perfect it.
Things were starting to take shape, so next came body work on the bonnet, courtesy of Fernando...ever the perfectionist and another artist in our midst! But first,
sanding! Then more sanding, sanding, sanding, filling and repeat, LOL!
Finally...primer and then off for paint! The bonnet was sent out to “Billy” (another
artist) who was able to magically match the colour of the existing car to the new
bonnet! This was easily one of the more stressful parts of the project, since I was
having a VERY difficult time believing he would be able to match it properly - but to
my amazement, it came back fantastic! New pneumatic pistons for the bonnet
were installed, along with HID headlights!
The summer of 2018 was spent working out the many little bugs that are inevitable
with a project like this (including sourcing another GT6 differential after seizing the
first one (LOL)! Unfortunately, this meant Sharon and I missed many of the Club
functions due to various issues, but each time the light at the end of the tunnel
kept getting closer! It felt weird not going to Ed’s 2 or 3 nights a week in the winter, but just like the Energizer Bunny, Ed had moved on to other projects. Summer
2019 was much better, and we started venturing further from home with some degree of confidence; we can’t wait for 2020!
This project would not have been possible without an understanding wife and the
kindness and generosity of numerous gifted individuals who I came to depend on
for their skills, expertise and friendship. There were many little details and moving
parts that could have easily derailed this project were I to have undertaken it myself. Although Sharon and I won The Restoration Award for 2019, it was really a
Team HBCC victory!

The finished product with a representative before and after.
‘78 Spitfire with a ‘70 drive train and a ‘68 bonnet!
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HBCC Limerick Contest!
Thank you to everyone who participated in our first HBCC Limerick Contest! Thanks as well to Leslie Corkery and
Rebecca Higginson-Rollins for judging.

Congratulations to Don Fysh for his winning entry!
A
A
B

I now have a sports car from Britain,
It’s green and it’s fast; I am smitten.
But it leaks all its oil,
And its rad is aboil,
I know I have too much off bitten.

There once was a man with an MG
Who sped over hill and dale with glee
He drove with his phone in his ear
As he talked and he talked without fear
He missed the turn and hit a birch tree!
Peter Pontsa

There once was a small MG
That drove like a coup you’ll agree
All eyes were aghast
When she drove oh so fast
Margo Young

Strange things happen in the midnight sun,
So stick together as if we’re one!
Ghosts, goblins might appear
But with me, there’s naught to fear…
Hop in my car - we’ll give them a run!
Bill Mason

There was a group called HBCC
Their members all drove British Marquees
In spring, summer and fall
With glee they drove them all
A finer Club you never shall see!
Angela van Breemen

Ralph was a young man nicknamed Sprite
Whose speed was much faster than light.
He set out one day
In a relative way,
And returned on the previous night.
Ed Taccone

There once was a man named Dix,
Who owned a Triumph GT Six,
To drive at a fast clip
The clutch started to slip
So the transmission needed a fix.
Betty Huider

There was a young man named Peter
Who loved to drive his two seater
The charm of it all
Was wondrous to all
When he parked his Jag 4.2 litre!
Angela van Breemen

There once was a lad from Don Mills
Whose cars gave ‘im no end o’ thrills.
But come winter his work shed
Oft left ‘im quite half dead Tha poor sod near died o’ the chills!
David Compton

There was a young fellow named Ralph
People thought him too clever by half
He did not think it mental
To drive his Continental
On a hill climb, just for a laugh.
Don Fysh

There once was a bloke with a fetish
Who liked to clean cars that were British
He detailed and polished
‘Til wax was demolished
At signs of more dirt he’d get squeamish!
Angela van Breemen

The Widow of Wight drove a Jaguar
(‘Tho in truth she was more of a cougar)
A chassis so classy;
The handling, quite sassy So...a bit of a tart? Right you are!
David Compton

There was a gal from Simcoe County
Never caught by the local Mountie
She could drag race like mad
Past any other lad
Resulting in the boys being pouty!
Angela van Breemen

I took “Oily rag” to the track,
To acquire the racing knack.
My instructor was fearless;
My shorts, soon a fair mess I near’ died of a stroke/heart attack!
David Compton

There’s a guy with a posh postcode
Who only drives cars that are old
He never gets far
In that old Jaguar
But for style, he gets top vote!
Angela van Breemen

This lad, y’see, was from Melbourne;
So hardly a bloke you’d call ‘well born.’
But Rolls he could fix;
Which pleased Lady ‘Trix -
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They cried, “That must be cute Betty Boop!”

DON FYSH

Now ‘e’s Sir “Handy Dandy” from Shelbourne!

David Compton

Continued on 9
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HBCC Limerick Contest!
These ones were not eligible for judging, but we had fun anyway!
There was a man with an MG,
It wasn’t an A or a B.
He’d wiggle and fidget
To climb into his Midget
Because he stood seven foot three!
Kimberly Evans

A thought for the memory of Ken To wish it were now as ‘twas then.
Our wonderful friend
Met a poor tragic end,
But we think of him now and again.
Kimberly Evans

There is a young girl name of Suzi Sure, she’s a bitch,
If you don’t scratch her itch,
But she certainly isn’t a floozy!
Kimberly Evans

There once was a fella named Maxi,
Who purchased a black London Taxi.
He polished that car
‘Til it shone like a star
And the skin on his hands was all waxy!
Kimberly Evans

There was a young woman named Joyce
Who wanted the car of her choice.
She saved up for years
‘Though they gave her the gears,
‘Til she finally owned a Rolls-Royce!
Kimberly Evans

I once knew a bloke, name of Sam
Who decided to go on the lam.
He stole a wee car,
But he didn’t get far For the Mini was missing its cam!
Kimberly Evans

There was an odd lass name of Kitten
Who with British cars was quite smitten.
She wasn’t a driver;
She’d offer a fiver
To give ‘er a chance just to sit in!
Kimberly Evans

A man drove a British sports car;
He liked to drive fast and drive far.
Life was so sweet
‘Til he chose the wrong street
And his fenders were covered in tar!
Kimberly Evans

Oh, where is our Past President?
We hear he was Florida bent.
It’s warmer down there
When you haven’t much hair;
He’ll soon be back from whence he went.
Kimberly Evans

As the limericks need to be British
We need to ensure they’re not shittish.
And though there’s a need
To praise old cars and speed,
The thought of it’s making me skittish.
Leslie Corkery

When it comes to the cars, she’s not choosey.

Ode to the British Car Club,
Meeting in lane and in pub.
They fill up our days
In spectacular ways,
With dearest of friends and best grub!
Kimberly Evans

Our Sponsors
Many thanks to our Sponsors, who have continually shown support for our Club through the
newsletter BRITISH DRIVEN. If there are goods
or services of which you are in need, please see
what our Sponsors have to offer!
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